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From Playboy's classic archives comes a trilogy of stocking-stuffer-sized volumes, each devoted to

a certain hair color destined to quicken a man's pulse. Blonde? Brunette? Redhead? In the fifties,

sixties, and seventies, it seemed like all the Playboy models, not just blondes, had more fun.

Building sandcastles in the buff, romping on tiger skin rugs, or starting pillow fights, beauties of

every tress are captured in these timeless color photographs. Playboy contributing editor James R.

Petersen introduces each book with a heartfelt text, and witty quotes are sprinkled throughout. At

once evocative and whimsical, this handsome collection is a perfect gift for a gentlemanwhether he

prefers a blonde, marries a brunette, or has always had a thing for a redhead.
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A great collection of pictures from Playboy in the 50's, 60's, and early 70's. Some of the best women

are featured, and it includes the trademark "centerfold" page (poster-sized fold-out print) in the

middle of the book. The 4-page essay in the beginning is pretty informative, too (did you know that

blondes have more strands per inch than any other haircolor?). The only complaint I have is that it

measures about 9"x6", but it makes for a great stocking stuffer.If you are tired of seeing women that

look like little girls with bowling balls on the front of their torso, get this book.10/12/05: Ok,  removed

my other 2 reviews and used this one for all 3 books. "Brunettes" is my favorite of the 3 - not only

becuase I prefer brunettes, but also because there is variety of ethnicity in it, where in "Blondes"

and "Redheads" it is mostly just white girls. "Brunettes" contains black, asian, and latin

representation, and the women are better looking over all. Get all 3, but if you cvan only get one, get



"Brunettes".

Hugh Hefner clearly has a thing for beautiful blondes with big boobs. Playboy magazine has

featured many blonde centerfolds. This is a compilation of some of those models. The blondes are

beautiful and delightful and oh so delicious. Blondes do have more fun.

Playboy's 5o's, 60's and early 70's models and pictures remain their very best. Nudity was not the

only important thing about it but also faces, charm, innocent attitude and the beauty of every angle

in women's body. These books, Blondes, Brunettes, Redheads, "explain" why Playboy became the

most iconic name in eroticism.

Anyway, I really I am a fan of nude art. But, I truly enjoy the pictures of the older playboy shoots;

those women are truly stunning. By this book, it's short, but it is awesome.

Nice book but not very inspirational for future photo sessions.

I had previously bought a Playboy hardcover and loved it... 50 years of playboy is a large coffee

table book whereas this was much smaller and ofcourse only covered the 50's, 60's and

70's...Overall for the price this wasn't a bad book but I'd stick to the pricier Playboy publications...

This book has photos of some very beautiful women in it, even from the early days of this magazine!

WOW! The women in the book are stunning. Yes, it covers only the period from the 1950's-1970's

but the women are so much more natural, and I believe classy, than the ones you find in Playboy

today.
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